
Powerful vacuum systems are an important consideration when planning your site. A well-

planned, expertly engineered vacuum system will provide the performance, convenience 

and speed that builds repeat business. Vacutech has earned the reputation as the leader in 

central vacuum systems for car washes. We are proud to manufacture our products in the 

USA as we apply more than 100 years of combined experience to design, engineer and  

build custom central vacuum systems. 

TSS site marketing, arches, displays and signage can promote a superior car wash experience 

with customers. TSS marketing programs are easy to customize and designed for maximum 

effectiveness. With a full line of site-specific signs, digital menus, collateral and more, a TSS 

marketing program will help you increase profits. 

CleanTouch cleaning solutions offer the industry’s only comprehensive chemical program with 

expert car wash solutions, delivery, service and maintenance provided by our national network 

of specially-trained technicians. Our industry-leading technology delivers complete success, 

with maximum vehicle cleaning and use in any brand of car wash equipment. All solutions are  

lab-tested for proper effectiveness, surface protection, drying efficiency and operative ways  

to enhance the longevity of your equipment.

+ Rapid response distribution and inventory

+ Hyper-Series super-concentrated formulations

+  Integrated, custom site-marketing programs

+ Eco-friendly formulas blended in-house

+  Clean-Fill Management System

+  Compatible with all competitive brands

ONLY CLEANTOUCH OFFERS:

We offer the only national direct support network with over 400 factory-trained and locally based service technicians for fast 

response when you need it. Pick the coverage that’s best for your business: premium maintenance, call-in service plans or 

anything in between. And when you need genuine, high-quality parts, we offer a vast inventory ready for speedy delivery from fully 

stocked vans, distribution centers and local warehouses all across North America—all to keep your downtime to a minimum.

SERVICE & PARTS

EVERY DETAIL COVERED.THEY MAKE CLAIMS. 
ONLY WE DELIVER. THE BEST 

CAR WASH 
PROVIDER 
FOR YOUR 
C-STORE.

YOUR CARWASH EXPERT

NCS  Wash
World

 PDQ/
Belanger Mark VII Sonny’s

#1 Trusted Car Wash 
Supplier In North America X
 40+ Years Experience
In C-Store Vertical X X
 Complete Bundled 
Solution For C-Store X
Direct Nationwide Service X X
Regional Parts Warehouses X X X X X
  Integrated Marketing 
Solutions X X X X
Customer App X X X
In-Bay Solutions X X X X
Tunnel Solutions X X X
Cleaning Solutions X X X
Direct Knowledgeable
Sales Representatives X X
Training For Customers X X X

WHEN SELECTING A PARTNER FOR ALL YOUR 
CAR WASH SOLUTIONS, THE CHOICE IS EASY. 

National Carwash Solutions  |  1500 SE 37th Street, Grimes, IA 50111  |  (800) 284-7956  |  NCSWASH.com
NCS reserves the right to revise designs, make corrections, add or delete features and change specifications at any time without notice or obligation.

SERVICE PLANS  
CUSTOMIZED FOR YOU

LOCAL WORLD-CLASS 
SERVICE

INDUSTRY-LEADING 
TECHNICIANS



Triple your throughput and decrease wait time up 

to 7 minutes per vehicle by converting your in-bay 

automatic into a new profit center. The Mini Express 

Tunnel (MET) can boost your revenue with easy 

installation and minimal downtime. 

1. XR1000 CONVEYOR 
+   Heavy duty 1/2" steel constructed top deck is tougher and lasts longer
+   Open design lets dirt and debris pass through to extend roller life
+   Revolutionary take-up design requires no greasing or maintenance
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2. WHEEL RITE TIRE FOAMER 
+    Chemical tire applicator has easy access for cleaning and 

maintaining, provides improved foaming and superior show
+   Heavy-duty cover

3. WHEEL BOSS 
+    Patented cam-style brush cleans deep into the wheel  

and rims and eliminates the need for manual prep
+   Available with foam or bristle brush

5. 3 NOZZLE WHEEL BLASTERS
+    High-pressure turbo nozzles blast away grime in hard to 

reach wheel wells
+   Following-feature pivot action increases dwell time
+   Saves space

6. GLOSS BOSS TIRE SHINER
+   The best tire shiner in the industry with the longest life
+    Precise application uses the lowest amount of tire shine  

and reduces messy sling
+   Feather tipped brush never over-saturates 

4. Z-FRAME
+   Packs more cleaning power in less space
+   Low cleaning pressures ensure safe performance

7. TECH 21 DRYING SYSTEM 
+   Laser focused column of air maximizes flow pattern
+   Multiple nozzle offerings hit every inch of the vehicle surface
+   Stainless steel reinforced housings for greater safety and less noise

8. POWER LOCKS 
+   Reduces energy consumption by up to 30%
+   Engages to delay or eliminate drying pick-up beds or soft tops

INCREASE REVENUE WITH SUPERIOR WASH QUALITY
Ryko, a touch-free industry innovator for nearly 30 years, designed the Radius to be easy 

to use and maintain. Different from the competitors’ machines, the Radius uses advanced 

concepts and spray-pattern designs created to exceed wash-quality expectations, while 

delivering the superior quality and dependability you expect from NCS.

+ Halo Rinse High-Speed, Water-Saving Rinse Technology

+ IMAXX or High-Pressure Cleaning Technology

+ An Open, Clutter-Free Bay

+ Ultrasonic Vehicle Positioning

+ Smart Spray Arm

+ Stainless Steel Frame

THREE-BRUSH SYSTEM WITH TOUCHLESS OPTION 
Ryko’s SoftGloss MAXX 3 in-bay wash system offers touch and touchless options for your 

customers and higher profit potential for you. This three-brush, gantry-style workhorse is 

loaded with advanced features and controls, including high-pressure action, FoamBrite 

wash material, ingenious wheel scrub, LED lighting and customizable options. This 

compact profit-maker will have you cleaning up in no time.

+ Spacious Bay Allows Room for Larger Vehicles

+ Active Side-Brush Controllers

+ WashBuilder Customized Wash Packages

+ Low-Profile, Sturdy Track

+ On-Board, Contouring Dryer

+ Wash-Ready Frame

IT PAYS TO CONVERT

NCS HAS THE PERFECT TAILORED OPTION FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE STORE.
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CAR WASHES ARE BIG PROFIT CENTERS  
FOR ANY CONVENIENCE STORE.  

HERE’S A LOOK AT THE NUMBERS: 

INCREASE IN CAR WASH VOLUME 
AFTER CAR WASH RELOAD

AVERAGE PROFIT PER VEHICLE FOR 
IN-BAY AUTOMATIC CAR WASH

MOST PROFITABLE CATEGORY  
FOR CONVENIENCE STORES

PROFIT MARGIN FOR CAR WASH 
OPERATIONS AT CONVENIENCE STORES

IN CAR WASH SALES FOR CONVENIENCE STORES 

20%

80%#2

$4.35

$1.1 BILLION

For decades NCS has been supplying car wash solutions to the 

convenience store market. We can help build car wash solutions custom 

made for your convenience stores’ success by leveraging the best brands 

in the industry: Ryko, MacNeil, CleanTouch, TSS and Vacutech.

MEET OUR 
FULL SUITE 
OF CAR WASH 
SOLUTIONS. 

MINI EXPRESS TUNNEL

Give customers 
the ultimate  
foam show

Defend vehicle’s 
surface from the 
outside elements

Dissipates water 
immediately, leaving  
a clean, shiny surface

Custom Grand  
Entry Arch Included

INCLUDES THE

INDUSTRY’S MOST PROVEN FIVE-BRUSH MACHINE 
Tens of millions of vehicles have emerged shiny and spotless from the legendary  

Soft Gloss MAXX 5, making it the industry’s most popular five-brush friction car wash. 

Offering unparalleled quality and durability, this proven performer will raise customer 

satisfaction levels—and profits—for years to come.

+ LED Lighting Package Option

+ Aircraft Aluminum Gantry Frame

+ Exclusive NCS FoamBrite Brushes

+ Electronic Vehicle Detection

+ Chemical Injection Panel

+ Virtual Treadle


